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Abstract
In this paper, a fast multipole method (FMM) is proposed for 3-D Laplace equation in lay-
ered media. The potential due to charges embedded in layered media is decomposed into
a free space component and four types of reaction field components, and the latter can be
associated with the potential of a polarization source defined for each type. New multi-
pole expansions (MEs) and local expansions (LEs), as well as the multipole to local (M2L)
translation operators are derived for the reaction components, based on which the FMMs for
reaction components are then proposed. The resulting FMM for charge interactions in lay-
ered media is a combination of using the classic FMM for the free space components and the
new FMMs for the reaction field components. With the help of a recurrence formula for the
run-time computation of the Sommerfeld-type integrals used in M2L translation operators,
pre-computations of a large number of tables are avoided. The new FMMs for the reaction
components are found to be much faster than the classic FMM for the free space components
due to the separation of equivalent polarization charges and the associated target charges by a
material interface. As a result, the FMM for potential in layered media costs almost the same
as the classic FMM in the free space case. Numerical results validate the fast convergence of
the MEs for the reaction components, and the O(N) complexity of the FMM with a given
truncation number p for charge interactions in 3-D layered media.
Keywords: Fast multipole method, layered media, Laplace equation, spherical harmonic
expansion
1. Introduction
Solving the Laplace equation in layered media is connected to many important applications
in science and engineering. For instance, finding the electric charge distribution over conduc-
tors embedded in a layered dielectric medium has important application in semi-conductor
industry, especially in calculating the capacitance of interconnects (ICs) in very large-scale
integrated (VLSI) circuits for microchip designs (cf. [27, 21, 20, 19]). Due to complex geo-
metric structure of the ICs, the charge potential solution to the Laplace equation is usually
solved by an integral method with the Green’s function of the layered media (cf. [19, 29]),
which results in a huge dense linear algebraic system to be solved by an iterative method
such as GMRES (cf. [6]), etc. Other applications of the Laplace equation can be found in
medical imaging of brains (cf. [26]), elasticity of composite materials (cf. [3]), and electrical
impedance tomography for geophysical applications (cf. [4]).
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Due to the full matrix resulted from the discretization of integral equations, it will incur
an O(N2) computational cost for computing the product of the matrix with a vector (a basic
operation for the GMRES iterative solver). The fast multipole method (FMM) for the free
space Green’s function (the Coulomb potential) has been used in the development of FastCap
(cf. [18]) to accelerate this product to O(N). However, the original FMM of Greengard
and Rokhlin (cf. [12, 13]) is only designed for the free space Green’s function. To treat
the dielectric material interfaces in the IC design, unknowns representing the polarization
charges from the dielectric inhomogeneities have to be introduced over the infinite material
interfaces, thus creating unnecessary unknowns and contributing to larger linear systems.
These extra unknowns over material interfaces can be avoided by using the Green’s function
of the layered media in the formulation of the integral equations. To find fast algorithm to
solve the discretized linear system, image charges are used to approximate the Green’s function
of the layered media [8, 2, 1], converting the reaction potential to the free space Coulomb
potential from the charges and their images, thus, the free space FMM can be used [16, 15, 11].
Apparently, this approach is limited to the ability of finding image charge approximation for
the layered media Green’s function. Unfortunately, finding such an image approximation can
be challenging if not impossible when many layers are present in the problem.
In this paper, we will first derive the multipole expansions (MEs) and local expansions
(LEs) for the reaction components of the layered media Green’s function of the Laplace
equation. Then, the original FMM for the interactions of charges in free space can be extended
to those of charges embedded in layered media. The approach closely follows our recent work
for the Helmholtz equation in layered media (cf. [23, 28]), where the generating function of the
Bessel function (2-D case) or a Funk-Hecke formula (3-D case) were used to connect Bessel
functions and plane wave functions. The reason of using Fourier (2-D case) and spherical
harmonic (3-D case) expansions of plane waves is that the Green’s function of layered media
has a Sommerfeld-type integral representation involving the plane waves. Even though, the
Laplace equation could be considered as a zero limit of the wave number k in the Helmholtz
equation, some special treatments of the k → 0 limit is required to derive a limit version
of the extended Funk-Hecke formula, which is the key in the derivation of MEs, LEs and
M2L for the reaction components of the Laplacian Green’s function in layered media. Similar
to our previous work for the Helmholtz equation in layered media, the potential due to
sources embedded in layered media is decomposed into free space and reaction components
and equivalent polarization charges are introduced to re-express the reaction components.
The FMM in layered media will then consist of classic FMM for the free space components
and FMMs for reaction components, using equivalent polarization sources and the new MEs,
LEs and M2L translations. Moreover, in order to avoid making pre-computed tables (cf. [23]),
we introduce a recurrence formula for efficient computation of the Sommerfeld-type integrals
used in M2L translation operators. As in the Helmholtz equation case, the FMMs for the
reaction field components are much faster than that for the free space components due to
the fact that the introduced equivalent polarization charges are always separated from the
associated target charges by a material interface. As a result, the new FMM for charges in
layered media costs almost the same as the classic FMM for the free space case.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will consider the limit case
of the extended Funk-Hecke formula introduced in [23], which leads to an spherical harmonic
expansion of the exponential kernel in the Sommerfeld-type integral representation of the
Green’s function. By using this expansion, we present alternative derivation, via the Fourier
spectral domain, for the ME, LE and M2L operators of the free space Green’s function. The
same approach will be then used to derive MEs, LEs and M2L translation operators for the
reaction components of the layered Green’s function. In Section 3, after a short discussion on
the Green’s function in layered media consisting of free space and reaction components, we
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present the formulas for the potential induced by sources embedded in layered media. Then,
the concept of equivalent polarization charge of a source charge is introduced for each type
of the reaction components. The reaction components of the layered Green’s function and
the potential are then re-expressed by using the equivalent polarization charges. Further, we
derive the MEs, LEs and M2L translation operators for the reaction components based on the
new expressions using equivalent polarization charges. Combining the original source charges
and the equivalent polarization charges associated to each reaction component, the FMMs
for reaction components can be implemented. Section 4 will give numerical results to show
the spectral accuracy and O(N) complexity of the proposed FMM for charge interactions in
layered media. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.
2. A new derivation for the ME, LE, and M2L operator of the Green’s function
of 3-D Laplace equation in free space
In this section, we first review the multipole and local expansions of the free space Green’s
function of the Laplace equation and the corresponding shifting and translation operators.
They are the key formulas in the classic FMM and can be derived by using the addition
theorems for Legendre polynomials. Then, we present a new derivation for them by using the
Sommerfeld-type integral representation of the Green’s function. The key expansion formula
used in the new derivation is a limiting case of the extended Funk-Hecke formula introduced in
[23]. This new technique shall be applied to derive MEs and LEs for the reaction components
of the layered media Green’s function later on.
2.1. The multipole and local expansions of free space Green’s function
Let us review some addition theorems (cf. [13, 10]), which have been used for the derivation
of the ME, LE and corresponding shifting and translation operators of the free space Green’s
function. In this paper, we adopt the definition
Y mn (θ, ϕ) = (−1)m
√
2n+ 1
4pi
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
Pmn (cos θ)e
imϕ := P̂mn (cos θ)e
imϕ (2.1)
for the spherical harmonics where Pmn (x) (resp. P̂
m
n (x)) is the associated (resp. normalized)
Legendre function of degree n and order m. Recall that
Pmn (x) = (−1)m(1− x2)
m
2
dm
dxm
Pn(x) (2.2)
for integer order 0 ≤ m ≤ n and
P−mn = (−1)m
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
Pmn (x), so P̂
−m
n (x) = (−1)mP̂mn (x) (2.3)
for 0 < m ≤ n, where Pn(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. The so-defined spherical
harmonics constitute a complete orthogonal basis of L(S2) (where S2 is the unit spherical
surface) and
〈Y mn , Y m
′
n′ 〉 = δnn′δmm′ , Y −mn (θ, ϕ) = (−1)mY mn (θ, ϕ).
It is worthy to point out that the spherical harmonics with different scaling constant defined
as
Y˜ mn (θ, ϕ) =
√
(n− |m|)!
(n+ |m|)!P
|m|
n (cos θ)e
imϕ = im+|m|
√
4pi
2n+ 1
Y mn (θ, ϕ), (2.4)
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have been frequently adopted in published FMM papers (e.g., [14, 13]). By using the spherical
harmonics defined in (2.1), we will re-present the addition theorems derived in [13, 10]. For
this purpose, we define constants
cn =
√
2n+ 1
4pi
, Amn =
(−1)ncn√
(n−m)!(n+m)! , |m| ≤ n. (2.5)
Theorem 2.1. (Addition theorem for Legendre polynomials) Let P and Q be points
with spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) and (ρ, α, β), respectively, and let γ be the angle subtended
between them. Then
Pn(cos γ) =
4pi
2n+ 1
n∑
m=−n
Y mn (α, β)Y
m
n (θ, ϕ). (2.6)
Theorem 2.2. Let Q = (ρ, α, β) be the center of expansion of an arbitrary spherical harmonic
of negative degree. Let the point P = (r, θ, ϕ), with r > ρ, and P −Q = (r′, θ′, ϕ′). Then
Y m
′
n′ (θ
′, ϕ′)
r′n′+1
=
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(−1)|m+m′|−|m′|Amn Am
′
n′ ρ
nY −mn (α, β)
c2nA
m+m′
n+n′
Y m+m
′
n+n′ (θ, ϕ)
rn+n′+1
.
Theorem 2.3. Let Q = (ρ, α, β) be the center of expansion of an arbitrary spherical harmonic
of negative degree. Let the point P = (r, θ, ϕ), with r < ρ, and P −Q = (r′, θ′, ϕ′). Then
Y m
′
n′ (θ
′, ϕ′)
r′n′+1
=
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(−1)n′+|m|Amn Am
′
n′ · Y m
′−m
n+n′ (α, β)
c2nA
m′−m
n+n′ ρ
n+n′+1
rnY mn (θ, ϕ).
Theorem 2.4. Let Q = (ρ, α, β) be the center of expansion of an arbitrary spherical harmonic
of negative degree. Let the point P = (r, θ, ϕ) and P −Q = (r′, θ′, ϕ′). Then
r′n
′
Y m
′
n′ (θ
′, ϕ′) =
n′∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(−1)n−|m|+|m′|−|m′−m|c2n′Amn Am
′−m
n′−n · ρnY mn (α, β)
c2nc
2
n′−nA
m′
n′ r
n−n′ Y
m′−m
n′−n (θ, ϕ),
where Amn = 0, Y
m
n (θ, ϕ) ≡ 0 for |m| > n is used.
Denote by (r, θ, ϕ) and (r′, θ′, ϕ′) the spherical coordinates of given points r, r′ ∈ R3. The
law of cosines gives
|r − r′|2 = r2 + (r′)2 − 2rr′ cos γ, (2.7)
where
cos γ = cos θ cos θ′ + sin θ sin θ′ cos(ϕ− ϕ′). (2.8)
Then, the Green’s function of the Laplace equation in free space is given by
G(r, r′) =
1
|r − r′| =
1
r
√
1− 2µ cos γ + µ2 =
1
r′
√
1− 2 cos γµ + 1µ2
, (2.9)
where µ = r′/r and the scaling constant 1/4pi has been omitted through out this paper.
Furthermore, we have the following Taylor expansions
1
r
√
1− 2µ cos γ + µ2 =
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γ)
µn
r
=
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γ)
r′n
rn+1
, µ =
r′
r
< 1, (2.10)
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and
1
r′
√
1− 2 cos γµ + 1µ2
=
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γ)
1
r′µn
=
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γ)
rn
r′n+1
, µ =
r′
r
> 1. (2.11)
Straightforwardly, we have error estimates∣∣∣∣∣ 1|r − r′| −
p∑
n=0
Pn(cos γj)(r
′)n
rn+1
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1r − r′(r′r )p+1, r > r′, (2.12)
and ∣∣∣∣∣ 1|r − r′| −
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γj)
rn
(r′)n+1
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1r′ − r( rr′)p+1, r > r′, (2.13)
by using the fact |Pn(x)| ≤ 1 for all x ∈ [−1, 1].
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Figure 2.1: Spherical coordinates used in multipole and local expansions.
Based on the discussion above, we are ready to present ME, LE and corresponding shifting
and translation operators of the free space Green’s function. Let rsc and r
t
c be source and
target centers close to source r′ and target r, i.e, |r′ − rsc | < |r− rsc | and |r′ − rtc| > |r− rtc|.
Following the derivation in (2.7)-(2.11) we have Taylor expansions
1
|r − r′| =
1
|(r − rsc)− (r′ − rsc)|
=
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γs)
rs
(r′s
rs
)n
, (2.14)
and
1
|r − r′| =
1
|(r − rtc)− (r′ − rtc)|
=
∞∑
n=0
Pn(cos γt)
r′t
(rt
r′t
)n
, (2.15)
where (rs, θs, ϕs), (rt, θt, ϕt) are the spherical coordinates of r − rsc and r − rtc, (r′s, θ′s, ϕ′s),
(r′t, θ
′
t, ϕ
′
t) are the spherical coordinates of r
′ − rsc and r′ − rtc( see Fig. 2.1) and
cos γs = cos θs cos θ
′
s + sin θs sin θ
′
s cos(ϕs − ϕ′s),
cos γt = cos θt cos θ
′
t + sin θt sinϕ
′
t cos(ϕt − ϕ′t).
(2.16)
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Note that Pn(cos γs), Pn(cos γt) still mix the source and target information (r and r
′). Ap-
plying Legendre addition theorem 2.1 to expansions (2.14) and (2.15) gives a ME
1
|r − r′| =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Mnmr
−n−1
s Y
m
n (θs, ϕs), (2.17)
and a LE
1
|r − r′| =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Lnmr
n
t Y
m
n (θt, ϕt), (2.18)
where
Mnm = c
−2
n r
′n
s Y
m
n (θ
′
s, ϕ
′
s), Lnm = c
−2
n r
′−n−1
t Y
m
n (θ
′
t, ϕ
′
t). (2.19)
The FMM also need shifting and translation operators between expansions. Applying the
addition Theorem 2.3 to expansion functions in ME (2.17) provides a translation from ME
(2.17) to LE (2.18) as follows
Lnm =
∞∑
n′=0
n′∑
m′=−n′
(−1)n′+|m|Am′n′ Amn Y m
′−m
n+n′ (θst, ϕst)
c2n′A
m′−m
n+n′ r
n+n′+1
st
Mn′m′ , (2.20)
where (rst, θst, ϕst) is the spherical coordinate of r
s
c − rtc. Similarly, the following center
shifting operators for ME and LE,
M˜nm =
n∑
n′=0
n′∑
m′=−n′
(−1)|m|−|m−m′|Am′n′ Am−m
′
n−n′ r
n′
ssY
−m′
n′ (θss, ϕss)
c2n′A
m
n
Mn−n′,m−m′ ,(2.21)
L˜nm =
∞∑
n′=n
n′∑
m′=−n′
(−1)n′−n−|m′−m|+|m′|−|m|c2n′Am
′−m
n′−n A
m
n r
n′−n
tt Y
m′−m
n′−n (θtt, ϕtt)
c2n′−nc2nA
m′
n′
Ln′m′ ,(2.22)
can be derived by using addition Theorem 2.2 and 2.4. Here, (rss, θss, ϕss) and (rtt, θtt, ϕtt)
are the spherical coordinates of rsc − r˜sc and rtc − r˜tc,
M˜nm = c
−2
n r˜
′n
s Y
m
n (θ˜
′
s, ϕ˜
′
s), L˜nm = c
−2
n r˜
′−n−1
t Y
m
n (θ˜
′
t, ϕ˜
′
t), (2.23)
are the ME and LE coefficients with respect to new centers r˜sc and r˜
t
c, respectively.
A very important fact in the expansions (2.17)-(2.18) is that the source and target co-
ordinates are separated. It is one of the key features for the compression in the FMM (cf.
[12, 14]). Besides using the addition theorems, this target/source separation can also be
achieved in the Fourier spectral domain. We shall give a new derivation for (2.17) and (2.18)
by using the integral representation of 1/|r−r′|. More importantly, this methodology can be
further applied to derive multipole and local expansions for the reaction components of the
Green’s function in layered media to be discussed in section 3.
2.2. A new derivation of the multipole and local expansions
For the Green’s function G(r, r′), we have the well known identity
1
|r − r′| =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
eikρ((x−x
′) cosα+(y−y′) sinα)−kρ|z−z′|dαdkρ. (2.24)
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By this identity, we straightforwardly have source/target separation in spectral domain as
follows
1
|r − r′| =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
eikρk0·(r−r
s
c)e−ikρk0·(r
′−rsc)dαdkρ,
1
|r − r′| =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
eikρk0·(r−r
t
c)e−ikρk0·(r
′−rtc)dαdkρ,
(2.25)
for z ≥ z′ where
k0 = (cosα, sinα, i), (2.26)
and without loss of generality, here we only consider the case z ≥ z′ as an example.
A FMM for the Helmholtz kernel in layered media has been proposed in [23] based on
a similar source/target separation in the spectral domain. One of the key ingredients is the
following extension of the well-known Funk-Hecke formula (cf. [24, 17]).
Proposition 2.1. Given r = (x, y, z) ∈ R3, k > 0, α ∈ [0, 2pi) and denoted by (r, θ, ϕ) the
spherical coordinates of r, k = (
√
k2 − k2z cosα,
√
k2 − k2z sinα, kz) is a vector of complex
entries. Choosing branch (2.28) for
√
k2 − k2z in eik·r and P̂mn (kzk ), then
eik·r =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Amn (r)i
nP̂mn
(kz
k
)
e−imα =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Amn (r)i
nP̂mn
(kz
k
)
eimα, (2.27)
holds for all kz ∈ C, where
Amn (r) = 4pijn(kr)Y
m
n (θ, ϕ).
This extension enlarges the range of the classic Funk-Hecke formula from kz ∈ (−k, k) to
the whole complex plane by choosing the branch√
k2 − k2z = −i
√
r1r2e
i
θ1+θ2
2 , (2.28)
for the square root function
√
k2 − k2z . Here (ri, θi), i = 1, 2 are the modules and principal
values of the arguments of complex numbers kz + k and kz − k, i.e.,
kz + k = r1e
iθ1 , −pi < θ1 ≤ pi, kz − k = r2eiθ2 , −pi < θ2 ≤ pi.
It is worthy to point out that the normalized associated Legendre function P̂mn (x) has also
been extended to the whole complex plain by using the same branch.
Although we have kρk0 = lim
k→0+
(
√
k2 − k2z cosα,
√
k2 − k2z sinα, kz), with kz = ikρ, taking
limit directly in the expansion (2.27) will induce singularity in the associated Legendre func-
tion. In the following, we will show how to cancel the singularity to obtain a limit version
of (2.27), which gives an expansion for eikρk0·r. For this purpose, we first need to recall the
corresponding extended Legendre addition theorem (cf. [23]).
Lemma 2.1. Let w = (
√
1− w2 cosα,√1− w2 sinα,w) be a vector with complex entries,
θ, ϕ be the azimuthal angle and polar angles of a unit vector rˆ. Define
β(w) = w cos θ +
√
1− w2 sin θ cos(α− ϕ), (2.29)
then
Pn(β(w)) =
4pi
2n+ 1
n∑
m=−n
P̂mn (cos θ)P̂
m
n (w)e
im(α−ϕ), (2.30)
for all w ∈ C.
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From this extended Legendre addition theorem, the following expansion can be obtained
by choosing a specific ω and then taking limit carefully.
Lemma 2.2. Let k0 = (cosα, sinα, i) be a vector with complex entry, θ, ϕ be the azimuthal
angle and polar angles of a unit vector rˆ. Then
(ik0 · rˆ)n
n!
=
n∑
m=−n
Cmn P̂
m
n (cos θ)e
im(α−ϕ), (2.31)
where
Cmn = i
2n−m
√
4pi
(2n+ 1)(n+m)!(n−m)! . (2.32)
Proof. For any k ∈ R+, define k = (√k2 + 1 cosα,√k2 + 1 sinα, i). By lemma 2.1, we have
knPn
(k · rˆ
k
)
=
4pi
2n+ 1
n∑
m=−n
P̂mn (cos θ)k
nP̂mn
( i
k
)
eim(α−ϕ). (2.33)
Consider the limit of the above identity as k → 0+. Note that
lim
k→0+
k · rˆ = k0 · rˆ, (2.34)
together with the knowledge on the coefficient of the leading term in the Legendre polynomial
Pn(x) lead to
lim
k→0+
knPn
(k · rˆ
k
)
=
(2n)!
2n(n!)2
(k0 · rˆ)n. (2.35)
Recall the Rodrigues’ formula of the associated Legendre function
P̂mn (x) =
cnm
2nn!
(1− x2)m2 d
n+m
dxn+m
(x2 − 1)n, cnm =
√
2n+ 1
4pi
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
(2.36)
for 0 ≤ m ≤ n, we have
knP̂mn
( i
k
)
=
cnm
2nn!
(2n)!
(n−m)! (k
2 + 1)
m
2 · kn−mQ˜n−m
( i
k
)
(2.37)
where Q˜n(z) is a monic polynomial of degree n. Hence, we get similarly
lim
k→0+
knP̂mn
( i
k
)
=
cnm
2nn!
(2n)!in−m
(n−m)! . (2.38)
The identity P̂−mn (x) = (−1)mP̂mn (x) will give the limit for −n ≤ m < 0 cases. Now, let
k → 0+ in (2.33) and use results (2.35) and (2.38), we complete the proof.
Proposition 2.2. Given r = (x, y, z) ∈ R3, α ∈ [0, 2pi) and denoted by (r, θ, ϕ) the spherical
coordinates of r, k0 = (cosα, sinα, i) is a vector of complex entries. Then
eikρk0·r =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn r
nY mn (θ, ϕ)k
n
ρ e
−imα =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn r
nY mn (θ, ϕ)k
n
ρ e
imα, (2.39)
holds for all r > 0, kρ > 0, where C
m
n is the constant defined in (2.32).
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Proof. By Taylor expansion, we have
eikρk0·r =
∞∑
n=0
(ik0 · rˆ)n
n!
knρ r
n. (2.40)
Then, (2.39) follows by applying lemma 2.2 to each term in the above expansion.
Remark 2.1. By setting kz = ikρ and using the limit values given by (2.35) and (2.38), one
can also verify that the expansions for eikρk0·r in proposition 2.2 are exactly the limiting cases
of the expansions in proposition 2.1.
Applying spherical harmonic expansion (2.39) to exponential functions e−ikρk0·(r−r
s
c) and
eik·(r−r
t
c) in (2.25) gives
1
|r − r′| =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Mnm
(−1)nc2nCmn
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
knρ e
ikρk0·(r−rsc)eimαdαdkρ, (2.41)
and
1
|r − r′| =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Lˆnmr
n
t Y
m
n (θt, ϕt), (2.42)
for z ≥ z′, where Mnm is defined in (2.19) and
Lˆnm =
Cmn
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
knρ e
ikρk0·(rtc−r′)e−imαdαdkρ. (2.43)
Recall the identity
r−n−1Y −mn (θ, ϕ) =
(−1)nc2nCmn
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
knρ e
ikρk0·re−imαdαdkρ, (2.44)
for z ≥ 0, we see that (2.41) and (2.42) are exactly the ME (2.17) and LE (2.18) in the case
of z ≥ z′.
To derive the translation from the ME (2.17) to the LE (2.18), we perform further spliting
eikρk0·(r−r
s
c) = eikρk0·(r−r
t
c)eikρk0·(r
t
c−rsc), (2.45)
in (2.41) and apply expansion (2.39) again to obtain the translation
Lnm =C
m
n
∞∑
n′=0
n′∑
m′=−n′
Mn′m′
(−1)n′c2n′Cm
′
n′
2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
kn+n
′
ρ e
ikρk0(r
t
c−rsc)ei(m
′−m)αdαdkρ.
By using the identity (2.44), we can also verify that the above integral form is equal to the
entries of the M2L translation matrix defined in (2.20).
3. FMM for 3-D Laplace equation in layered media
In this section, the potential of charges in layered media is formulated using layered Green’s
function and then decomposed into a free space and four types of reaction components. Fur-
thermore, the reaction components are re-expressed by using equivalent polarization charges.
The new expressions are used to derive the MEs and LEs for the reaction components of
the layered Green’s function in the same spirit as in the last section. Based on these new
expansions and translations, FMM for 3-D Laplace kernel in layered media can be developed.
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3.1. Potential due to sources embedded in multi-layer media
Consider a layered medium consisting of L-interfaces located at z = d`, ` = 0, 1, · · · , L−1,
see Fig. 3.1. The piece wise constant material parameter is described by {ε`}L`=0. Suppose
we have a point source at r′ = (x′, y′, z′) in the `′th layer (d`′ < z′ < d`′−1), then, the layered
media Green’s function u``′(r, r
′) for the Laplace equation satisfies
∆u``′(r, r
′) = −δ(r, r′), (3.1)
at field point r = (x, y, z) in the `th layer (d` < z < d` − 1) where δ(r, r′) is the Dirac delta
function. By using Fourier transforms along x− and y−directions, the problem can be solved
analytically for each layer in z by imposing transmission conditions at the interface between
`th and (`− 1)th layer (z = d`−1), i.e.,
u`−1,`′(x, y, z) = u``′(x, y, z), ε`−1
∂u`−1,`′(x, y, z)
∂z
= ε`
∂û``′(kx, ky, z)
∂z
, (3.2)
as well as the decaying conditions in the top and bottom-most layers as z → ±∞.
0z 
1z d
1Lz d 
2Lz d 
1D
D
1LD 
'z d 
' 1z d  
1 1z D
0 0z 
2 2z D
1 0z 
' 0z 
' 1 ' 1z D  
1 0Lz  
source
Figure 3.1: Sketch of the layer structure for general multi-layer media.
Here, we give the expression for the analytic solution with detailed derivations included in
the Appendix A. In general, the layered media Green’s function in the physical domain takes
the form
u``′(r, r
′) =
ur``′(r, r′) +
1
4pi|r − r′| , ` = `
′,
ur``′(r, r
′), otherwise,
(3.3)
where
ur``′(r, r
′) =

u110`′(r, r
′) + u120`′(r, r
′),
u11``′(r, r
′) + u12``′(r, r
′) + u21``′(r, r
′) + u22``′(r, r
′), 0 < ` < L,
u21L`′(r, r
′) + u22L`′(r, r
′).
(3.4)
The reaction component uab``′(r, r
′) is given in an integral form
uab``′(r, r
′) =
1
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
eikα·(ρ−ρ
′)Zab``′(z, z′)σab``′(kρ)dαdkρ, a, b = 1, 2, (3.5)
where,
kα = kρ(cosα, sinα), (3.6)
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and {Zab``′(z, z′)}2a,b=1 are exponential functions defined as
Z11``′(z, z′) := e−kρ(z−d`+z
′−d`′ ), Z12``′(z, z′) := e−kρ(z−d`+d`′−1−z
′),
Z21``′(z, z′) := e−kρ(d`−1−z+z
′−d`′ ), Z22``′(z, z′) := e−kρ(d`−1−z+d`′−1−z
′),
(3.7)
{σab``′(kρ)}2a,b=1 are reaction densities only dependent on the layer structure and the material
parameter k` in each layer. The reaction densities can be calculated efficiently by using a
recursive algorithm, see the Appendix A for more details. It is worthwhile to point out that
the reaction components ua2``′ or u
a1
``′ will vanish if the source r
′ is in the top or bottom most
layer.
Withe the expression of the Green’s function in layered media, we are ready to consider
the potential due to sources in layered media. Let P` = {(Q`j , r`j), j = 1, 2, · · · , N`},
` = 0, 1, · · · , L be L groups of source charges distributed in a multi-layer medium with L+ 1
layers (see Fig. 3.1). The group of charges in `-th layer is denoted by P`. Apparently, the
potential at r`i due to all other charges is given by the summation
Φ`(r`i) =
L∑
`′=0
N`′∑
j=1
Q`′ju``′(r`i, r`′j) =
N∑`
j=1,j 6=i
Q`j
4pi|r`i − r`j | +
L∑
`′=0
N`′∑
j=1
Q`′ju
r
``′(r`i, r`′j), (3.8)
where ur``′(r, r
′) are the reaction field components defined in (3.4)-(3.7). As the reaction
components of the Green’s function in multi-layer media have different expressions (3.5) for
sources and targets in different layers, it is necessary to perform calculation individually for
interactions between any two groups of charges among the L+ 1 groups {P`}L`=0. Applying
expressions (3.4) and (3.5) in (3.8), we obtain
Φ`(r`i) =Φ
free
` (r`i) + Φ
r
`(r`i)
=Φfree` (r`i) +
L−1∑
`′=0
[Φ11``′(r`i) + Φ
21
``′(r`i)] +
L∑
`′=1
[Φ12``′(r`i) + Φ
22
``′(r`i)],
(3.9)
where
Φfree` (r`i) :=
N∑`
j=1,j 6=i
Q`j
4pi|r`i − r`j | , Φ
ab
``′(r`i) :=
N`′∑
j=1
Q`′ju
ab
``′(r`i, r`′j). (3.10)
Obviously, the free space component Φfree` (r`i) can be computed using the traditional FMM.
Thus, we will only focus on the computation of the reaction components {Φab``′(r`i)}2a,b=1.
3.2. Equivalent polarization sources for reaction components
The expressions of the components given in (3.10) show that the free space components
only involve interactions between charges in the same layer. Interactions between charges in
different layers are all included in the reaction components. Two groups of charges involved
in the computation of a reaction component could be physically very far away from each other
as there could be many layers between the source and target layers associated to the reaction
component, see Fig. 3.2 (left).
Our recent work on the Helmholtz equation [28, 23], of which the Laplace equation can be
considered as a special case where the wave number k = 0, has shown that the exponential
convergence of the ME and LE for the reaction components uab``′(r, r
′) in fact depends on
the distance between the target charge r and a polarization charge defined for the source
charge r′, which uses the distance between the source charge r′ and the nearest material
11
interface and always locates next to the nearest interface adjacent to the target charge. Fig.
3.3 illustrates the location of the polarization charge r′ab for each of the four types of reaction
fields u˜ab``′ , a, b = 1, 2. Specifically, the equivalent polarization sources associated to reaction
components uab``′(r, r
′), a, b = 1, 2 are set to be at coordinates (see Fig. 3.3)
r′11 := (x
′, y′, d` − (z′ − d`′)), r′12 := (x′, y′, d` − (d`′−1 − z′)),
r′21 := (x
′, y′, d`−1 + (z′ − d`′)), r′22 := (x′, y′, d`−1 + (d`′−1 − z′)),
(3.11)
and the reaction potentials are
u˜ab``′(r, r
′
ab) :=
1
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
eikα·(ρ−ρ
′)e−kρ|z−z
′
ab|σab``′(kρ)dαdkρ, a, b = 1, 2, (3.12)
where z′ab denotes the z-coordinate of r
′
ab, i.e.,
z′11 = d`− (z′− d`′), z′12 = d`− (d`′−1− z′), z′21 = d`−1 + (z′− d`′), z′22 = d`−1 + (d`′−1− z′).
k
ir
11r j
z d 
1z d  
jr k 
1z d  
z d  
k
ir
21r j
z d 
1z d  
jr k 
1z d  
z d  
Figure 3.2: Equivalent polarized sources {r11
`′j}, {r21`′j} and boxes in source tree.
We can see that the reaction potentials (3.12) represented by the equivalent polarization
sources has similar form as the Sommerfeld-type integral representation (2.24) of the free
space Green’s function except for the extra density functions σab``′(kρ). Moreover, recall the
definition in (3.11) we have
z > z′1b, and z < z
′
2b, b = 1, 2.
Therefore, the absolute value in the integral form (3.12) can be removed according to the
index a. More precisely, define
E+(r, r′) := eikα·(ρ−ρ′)ekρ(z−z′), E−(r, r′) := eikα·(ρ−ρ′)e−kρ(z−z′), (3.13)
then
u˜1b``′(r, r
′
1b) =
1
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E−(r, r′1b)σ1b``′(kρ)dαdkρ,
u˜2b``′(r, r
′
2b) =
1
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E+(r, r′2b)σ2b``′(kρ)dαdkρ.
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1z d  
z d  
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1z d  
possible many other layers
source layer
target layer
possible many other layers
possible many other layers
(a) u11
``′
r
r

12
r
1z d  
z d  
z d 
1z d  
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source layer
target layer
1d z 
1d z 
possible many other layers
possible many other layers
(b) u12
``′
r
r

 21
r
1z d  
z d  
z d 
1z d  
possible many other layers
source layer
target layer
possible many other layers
possible many other layers
z z d    
z 
(c) u21
``′
r
r

22
r
1z d  
z d  
z d 
1z d  
possible many other layers
source layer
target layer
1d z 
1d z 
possible many other layers
possible many other layers
(d) u22
``′
Figure 3.3: Location of equivalent polarization sources for the computation of uab
``′ .
Recall the expressions (3.7), we verify that
E−(r, r′1b) = eikα·(ρ−ρ
′)Z1b``′(z, z′), E+(r, r′2b) = eikα·(ρ−ρ
′)Z2b``′(z, z′), b = 1, 2. (3.14)
Therefore, the reaction components (3.5) is equal to the reaction potentials defined for asso-
ciated equivalent polarization sources, i.e.,
u1b``′(r, r
′) = u˜1b``′(r, r
′
1b), u
2b
``′(r, r
′) = u˜2b``′(r, r
′
2b), b = 1, 2. (3.15)
A substitution into the expression of Φab``′(r`i) in (3.10) leads to
Φab``′(r`i) =
N`′∑
j=1
Q`′j u˜
ab
``′(r`i, r
ab
`′j), a, b = 1, 2, (3.16)
where
r11`′j = (x`′j , y`′j , d` − (z`j − d`′)), r12`′j = (x`′j , y`′j , d` − (d`′−1 − z`j)),
r21`′j = (x`′j , y`′j , d`−1 + (z`j − d`′)), r22`′j = (x`′j , y`′j , d`−1 + (d`′−1 − z`j)),
(3.17)
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are coordinates of the associated equivalent polarization sources for the computation of reac-
tion components Φab``′(r`i), see Fig 3.2 for an illustration of {r11`′j}N`′j=1 and {r21`′j}N`′j=1.
By using the expression (3.16), the computation of the reaction components can be per-
formed between targets and associated equivalent polarization sources. The definition given
by (3.17) shows that the target particles {r`i}N`i=1 and the corresponding equivalent polar-
ization sources are always located on different sides of an interface z = d`−1 or z = d`, see
Fig. 3.2. We still emphasize that the introduced equivalent polarization sources are separate
with the target charges even in considering the reaction components for source and target
charges in the same layer, see the numerical examples given in section 3.4. This property im-
plies significant advantage of introducing equivalent polarization sources and using expression
(3.16) in the FMMs for the reaction components Φab``′(r`i), a, b = 1, 2. The numerical results
presented in Section 4 show that the FMMs for reaction components have high efficiency as
a direct consequence of the separation of the targets and equivalent polarization sources by
interface.
3.3. Fast multipole algorithm
In the development of FMM for reaction components Φab``′(r`i), we will adopt the expression
(3.16) with equivalent polarization sources. Therefore, multipole and local expansions and
corresponding translation operators for u˜ab``′(r, r
′
ab) are derived first. Inspired by source/target
separation in (2.25), similar separations
E−(r, r′1b) = E−(r, r1bc )eikα·(ρ
1b
c −ρ′1b)−kρ(z1bc −z′1b),
E+(r, r′2b) = E+(r, r2bc )eikα·(ρ
2b
c −ρ′2b)+kρ(z2bc −z′2b),
(3.18)
and
E−(r, r′1b) = E−(rtc, r′1b)eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)−kρ(z−ztc),
E+(r, r′2b) = E+(rtc, r′2b)eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)+kρ(z−ztc),
(3.19)
for b = 1, 2 are introduced by inserting the source center rabc = (x
ab
c , y
ab
c , z
ab
c ) and the target
center rtc = (x
t
c, y
t
c, z
t
c), respectively. Here, we also use notations ρ
ab
c = (x
ab
c , y
ab
c ), ρ
t
c = (x
t
c, y
t
c)
for coordinates projected in xy-plane. Now, applying proposition 2.2 gives us the following
spherical harmonic expansions:
eikα·(ρ
2b
c −ρ′2b)+kρ(z2bc −z′2b) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn (r
2b
c )
nY mn (θ
2b
c , pi + ϕ
2b
c )k
n
ρ e
imα,
eikα·(ρ
1b
c −ρ′1b)−kρ(z1bc −z′1b) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn (r
1b
c )
nY mn (pi − θ1bc , pi + ϕ1bc )knρ eimα,
(3.20)
and
eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)−kρ(z−ztc) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn r
n
t Y
m
n (θt, ϕt)k
n
ρ e
−imα,
eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)+kρ(z−ztc) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn r
n
t Y
m
n (pi − θt, ϕt)knρ e−imα,
(3.21)
where (rabc , θ
ab
c , ϕ
ab
c ) is the spherical coordinates of r
′
ab − rabc . By equalities
Y mn (pi − θ, ϕ) = (−1)n+mY mn (θ, ϕ), Y mn (θ, pi + ϕ) = (−1)mY mn (θ, ϕ),
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the above spherical harmonic expansions (3.20)-(3.21) together with source/target separation
(3.18) and (3.19) lead to
E−(r, r′1b) = E−(r, r1bc )
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(−1)nCmn (r1bc )nY mn (θ1bc , ϕ1bc )knρ eimα,
E+(r, r′2b) = E+(r, r2bc )
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(−1)mCmn (r2bc )nY mn (θ2bc , ϕ2bc )knρ eimα,
(3.22)
and
E−(r, r′1b) = E−(rtc, r′1b)
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Cmn r
n
t Y
m
n (θt, ϕt)k
n
ρ e
−imα,
E+(r, r′2b) = E+(rtc, r′2b)
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(−1)n+mCmn rnt Y mn (θt, ϕt)knρ e−imα,
(3.23)
for b = 1, 2. Then, a substitution of (3.22) and (3.23) into (3.15) gives a ME
u˜ab``′(r, r
′
ab) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
MabnmF˜abnm(r, rabc ), Mabnm = c−2n (rabc )nY mn (θabc , ϕabc ), (3.24)
at equivalent polarization source centers rabc and LE
u˜ab``′(r, r
′
ab) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Labnmr
n
t Y
m
n (θt, ϕt) (3.25)
at target center rtc, respectively. Here, F˜abnm(r, rabc ) are given in forms of Sommerfeld-type
integrals
F˜1bnm(r, r1bc ) =
(−1)nc2nCmn
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E−(r, r1bc )σ1b``′(kρ)knρ eimαdαdkρ,
F˜2bnm(r, r2bc ) =
(−1)mc2nCmn
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E+(r, r2bc )σ2b``′(kρ)knρ eimαdαdkρ,
(3.26)
and the LE coefficients are given by
L1bnm =
Cmn
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E−(rtc, r′1b)σ1b``′(kρ)knρ e−imαdαdkρ,
L2bnm =
(−1)n+mCmn
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E+(rtc, r′2b)σ2b``′(kρ)knρ e−imαdαdkρ.
(3.27)
Let us give some numerical examples to show the convergence behavior of the MEs
in (3.24). Consider the MEs of u˜1111(r, r
′
11) and u˜
22
11(r, r
′
22) in a three-layer media with
ε0 = 21.2, ε1 = 47.5, ε2 = 62.8, d0 = 0, d1 = −1.2. In all the following examples,
we fix r′ = (0.625, 0.5,−0.1) in the middle layer and use definition (3.11) to determine
r′11 = (0.625, 0.5,−2.3), r′22 = (0.625, 0.5, 0.1). The centers for MEs are set to be r11c =
(0.6, 0.6,−2.4), r22c = (0.6, 0.6, 0.2) which implies |r′11− r11c | = |r′22− r22c | ≈ 0.1436. For both
components, we shall test three targets given as follows
r1 = (0.5, 0.625,−0.1), r2 = (0.5, 0.625,−0.6), r3 = (0.5, 0.625,−1.1).
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The relative errors against truncation number p are depicted in Fig. 3.4. We also plot the con-
vergence rates similar with that of the ME of free space Green’s function, i.e., O
[( |r−rabc |
|r′ab−rabc |
)p+1]
as reference convergence rates. The results clearly show that the MEs of the reaction com-
ponents uab11(r, r
′
ab) have spectral convergence rate O
[( |r−rabc |
|r′ab−rabc |
)p+1]
similar as that of free
space Green’s function. Actually, their exponential convergence has been determined by the
Euclidean distance between target and polarization source. Therefore, the MEs (3.24) can
be used to develop FMM for efficient computation of the reaction components as in the
development of classic FMM for the free space Green’s function.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
p
10-10
10-5
100
(a) u˜1111(r, r
′
11)
0 5 10 15 20
p
10-10
10-5
100
(b) u˜2211(r, r
′
22)
Figure 3.4: Spectral convergence of the MEs for reaction components.
According to the definition of E−(r, r′) and E+(r, r′) in (3.14), the centers rtc and rabc
have to satisfy
z1bc < d`, z
2b
c > d`−1, z
t
c > d` for u˜
1b
``′(r, r
′
1b); z
t
c < d`−1 for u˜
2b
``′(r, r
′
2b), (3.28)
to ensure the exponential decay in E−(r, r1bc ), E+(r, r2bc ) and E−(rtc, r′1b), E+(rtc, r′2b) as kρ →
∞ and hence the convergence of the corresponding Sommerfeld-type integrals in (3.26) and
(3.27). These restrictions can be met easily in practice, as we are considering targets in the `-
th layer and the equivalent polarized coordinates are always located either above the interface
z = d`−1 or below the interface z = d`. More details will discussed below in the presentation
of the FMM algorithm.
We still need to consider the center shifting and translation operators for ME (3.24) and
LE (3.25). A desirable feature of the expansions of reaction components discussed above is
that the formula (3.24) for the ME coefficients and the formula (3.25) for the LE have exactly
the same form as the formulas of ME coefficients and LE for the free space Green’s function.
Therefore, the center shifting for MEs and LEs of reaction components are exactly the same
as free space case given in (2.21)-(2.22).
Next, we derive the translation operator from the ME (3.24) to the LE (3.25). Recall the
definition of exponential functions in (3.13), E−(r, r1bc ) and E+(r, r2bc ) can have splitting
E−(r, r1bc ) = E−(rtc, r1bc )eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)e−kρ(z−z
t
c),
E+(r, r2bc ) = E+(rtc, r2bc )eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)ekρ(z−z
t
c).
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Applying spherical harmonic expansion (2.39) again, we obtain
eikα·(ρ−ρ
t
c)e±kρ(z−z
t
c) =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(∓1)n+mCmn rnt Y mn (θt, ϕt)knρ e−imα.
Substituting into (3.24), the ME is translated to LE (3.25) via
L1bnm =
∞∑
n′=0
n′∑
|m′|=0
T 1bnm,n′m′M
1b
n′m′ , L
2b
nm = (−1)n+m
∞∑
n′=0
n′∑
|m′|=0
T 2bnm,n′m′M
2b
n′m′ , (3.29)
and the M2L translation operators are given in integral forms as follows
T 1bnm,n′m′ =
(−1)n′Dn′m′nm
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E−(rtc, r1bc )σ1b``′(kρ)kn+n
′
ρ e
i(m′−m)αdαdkρ,
T 2bnm,n′m′ =
(−1)m′Dn′m′nm
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
E+(rtc, r2bc )σ2b``′(kρ)kn+n
′
ρ e
i(m′−m)αdαdkρ,
(3.30)
where
Dn
′m′
nm = c
2
n′C
m
n C
m′
n′ .
Again, the convergence of the Sommerfeld-type integrals in (3.30) is ensured by the conditions
in (3.28).
The framework of the traditional FMM together with ME (3.24), LE (3.25), M2L trans-
lation (3.29)-(3.30) and free space ME and LE center shifting (2.21) and (2.22) constitute
the FMM for the computation of reaction components Φab``′(r`i), a, b = 1, 2. In the FMM for
each reaction component, a large box is defined to include all equivalent polarization sources
associated to the reaction component and corresponding target charges, and an adaptive tree
structure will be built by a bisection procedure, see. Fig. 3.2. Note that the validity of the
ME (3.24), LE (3.25) and M2L translation (3.29) used in the algorithm imposes restrictions
(3.28) on the centers, accordingly. This can be ensured by setting the largest box for the spe-
cific reaction component to be equally divided by the interface between equivalent polarized
sources and corresponding targets, see. Fig. 3.2. Thus, the largest box for the FMM imple-
mentation will be different for different reaction components. With this setting, all source
and target boxes of higher than zeroth level in the adaptive tree structure will have centers
below or above the interfaces, accordingly. The fast multipole algorithm for the computation
of a general reaction component Φab``′(r`i) is summarized in Algorithm 1. Total interactions
given by (3.9) will be obtained by first calculating all components and then summing them
up where the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
3.4. Efficient computation of Sommerfeld-type integrals
It is clear that the FMM demands efficient computation of the double integrals involved in
the MEs, LEs and M2L translations. In this section, we present an accurate and efficient way
to compute these double integrals. Firstly, the double integrals can be simplified by using the
following identity
Jn(z) =
1
2piin
∫ 2pi
0
eiz cos θ+inθdθ. (3.31)
In particular, multipole expansion functions in (3.26) can be simplified as
F˜1bnm(r, r1bc ) =
(−1)nc2nCmn imeimφ
1b
s
4pi
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ
1b
s )e
−kρ(z−z1bc )σ1b``′(kρ)k
n
ρ dkρ,
F˜2bnm(r, r2bc ) =
(−1)mc2nCmn imeimφ
2b
s
4pi
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ
2b
s )e
−kρ(z2bc −z)σ2b``′(kρ)k
n
ρ dkρ,
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and the expression (3.27) for LE coefficients can be simplified as
L1bnm =
(−1)mCmn i−me−imϕ
1b
t
4pi
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ
1b
t )e
−kρ(ztc−z′1b)σ1b``′(kρ)k
n
ρ dkρ,
L2bnm =
(−1)nCmn i−me−imϕ
2b
t
4pi
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ
2b
t )e
−kρ(z′2b−ztc)σ2b``′(kρ)k
n
ρ dkρ
for b = 1, 2, where (ρabs , ϕ
ab
s ) and (ρ
ab
t , ϕ
ab
t ) are polar coordinates of r − rabc and rtc − r′ab
projected in the xy plane. Moreover, the M2L translation (3.30) can be simplified as
Algorithm 1 FMM for general reaction component Φab``′(r`i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N`
Determine equivalent polarized coordinates for all source particles.
Generate an adaptive hierarchical tree structure with polarization sources {Q`′j , rab`′j}N`′j=1,
targets {r`i}N`i=1.
Upward pass:
for l = H → 0 do
for all boxes j on source tree level l do
if j is a leaf node then
form the free-space ME using Eq. (3.24).
else
form the free-space ME by merging children’s expansions using the free-space
center shift translation operator (2.21).
end if
end for
end for
Downward pass:
for l = 1→ H do
for all boxes j on target tree level l do
shift the LE of j’s parent to j itself using the free-space shifting (2.22).
collect interaction list contribution using the source box to target box translation
operator in Eq. (3.29) while T abnm,n′m′ are computed using (3.34) and recurrence formula
(3.36).
end for
end for
Evaluate LEs:
for each leaf node (childless box) do
evaluate the LE at each particle location.
end for
Local Direct Interactions:
for i = 1→ N do
compute Eq. (3.16) of target particle i in the neighboring boxes using the mixed DE-SE
quadrature for Iab00 (ρ, z).
end for
T 1bnm,n′m′ =
(−1)n′D˜n′m′nm (ϕ1bts )
4pi
∫ ∞
0
kn+n
′
ρ Jm′−m(kρρ
1b
ts )e
−kρ(ztc−z1bc )σ1b``′(kρ)dkρ,
T 2bnm,n′m′ =
(−1)m′D˜n′m′nm (ϕ2bts )
4pi
∫ ∞
0
kn+n
′
ρ Jm′−m(kρρ
2b
ts )e
−kρ(z2bc −ztc)σ2b``′(kρ)dkρ,
(3.32)
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Algorithm 2 3-D FMM for (3.9)
for ` = 0→ L do
use free space FMM to compute Φfree` (r`i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N`.
end for
for ` = 0→ L− 1 do
for `′ = 0→ L− 1 do
use Algorithm 1 to compute Φ11``′(r`i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N`.
end for
for `′ = 1→ L do
use Algorithm 1 to compute Φ12``′(r`i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N`.
end for
end for
for ` = 1→ L do
for `′ = 0→ L− 1 do
use Algorithm 1 to compute Φ21``′(r`i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N`.
end for
for `′ = 1→ L do
use Algorithm 1 to compute Φ22``′(r`i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N`.
end for
end for
where (ρabts , ϕ
ab
ts ) is the polar coordinates of r
t
c − rabc projected in the xy plane,
D˜n
′m′
nm (ϕ) = D
n′m′
nm i
m′−mei(m
′−m)ϕ.
Define integral
Iabnm(ρ, z) :=
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ)
knρ e
−kρz√
(n+m)!(n−m)!σ
ab
``′(kρ)dkρ, (3.33)
then
F˜1bnm(r, r1bc ) =
cne
imϕ1bs
4pi
I1bnm(ρ
1b
s , z − z1bc ),
F˜2bnm(r, r2bc ) =
(−1)n+mcneimϕ2bs
4pi
I2bnm(ρ
2b
s , z
2b
c − z),
L1bnm =
(−1)nc−1n e−imϕ
1b
t
4pi
I1bnm(ρ
1b
t , z
t
c − z′1b),
L2bnm =
(−1)mc−1n e−imϕ
2b
t
4pi
I2bnm(ρ
2b
t , z
′
2b − ztc),
T 1bnm,n′m′ =
(−1)n+mQn′m′nm ei(m
′−m)ϕ1bts
4pi
I1bn+n′,m′−m(ρ
1b
ts , z
t
c − z1bc ),
T 2bnm,n′m′ =
(−1)n+m+n′+m′Qn′m′nm ei(m
′−m)ϕ2bts
4pi
I2bn+n′,m′−m(ρ
2b
ts , z
2b
c − ztc),
(3.34)
where
Qn
′m′
nm :=
√
(2n′ + 1)(n+ n′ +m′ −m)!(n+ n′ −m′ +m)!
(2n+ 1)(n+m)!(n−m)!(n′ +m′)!(n′ −m′)! .
Therefore, we actually need efficient algorithm for the computation of the Sommerfeld-type
integrals Iabnm(ρ, z) defined in (3.33). It is clearly that they have oscillatory integrands. These
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integrals are convergent when the target and source particles are not exactly on the interfaces
of the layered medium. High order quadrature rules could be used for direct numerical
computation at runtime. However, this becomes prohibitively expensive due to a large number
of integrals needed in the FMM. In fact, (p + 1)(2p + 1) integrals will be required for each
source box to target box translation. Moreover, the involved integrand decays more slowly as
n increases.
An important aspect in the implementation of FMM concerns scaling. Since Mabnm ≈
(|r − rabc |)n, Labnm ≈ (|rab − rtc|)−n, a naive use of the expansions (3.24) and (3.25) in the
implementation of FMM is likely to encounter underflow and overflow issues. To avoid this,
one must scale expansions, replacingMnm withM
ab
nm/S
n and Labnm with L
ab
nm·Sn where S is the
scaling factor. To compensate for this scaling, we replace F˜abnm(r, rabc ) with F˜abnm(r, rabc ) · Sn,
T abnm,n′m′ with T
ab
nm,n′m′ ·Sn+n
′
. Usually, the scaling factor S is chosen to be the size of the box
in which the computation occurs. Therefore, the following scaled Sommerfeld-type integrals
SnIabnm(ρ, z) =
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ)
(kρS)
ne−kρzσab``′(kρ)√
(n+m)!(n−m)! dkρ, n ≥ 0, m = 0, 1, · · · , n, (3.35)
are involved in the implementation of the FMM.
Recall the recurrence formula
Jm+1(z) =
2m
z
Jm(z)− Jm−1(z),
and define an =
√
n(n+ 1). We have
SnIabnm+1(ρ, z) =
∫ ∞
0
Jm+1(kρρ)
(kρS)
ne−kρzσab``′(kρ)√
(n+m+ 1)!(n−m− 1)!dkρ
=
2mS
ρ
∫ ∞
0
Jm(kρρ)
(kρS)
n−1e−kρzσab``′(kρ)√
(n+m− 1)!(n−m− 1)!
√
(n+m− 1)!
(n+m+ 1)!
dkρ
−
∫ ∞
0
Jm−1(kρρ)
(kρS)
ne−kρzσab``′(kρ)√
(n+m− 1)!(n−m+ 1)!
√
(n+m− 1)!(n−m+ 1)!
(n+m+ 1)!(n−m− 1)!dkρ,
which gives the forward recurrence formula
SnIabnm+1(ρ, z) =
2m
an+m
S
ρ
Sn−1Iabn−1m(ρ, z)−
an−m
an+m
SnIabnm−1(ρ, z), (3.36)
for m ≥ 1, n ≥ m+ 1. This recurrence formula is stable if
2m
an+m
<
ρ
S
. (3.37)
In the computation of F˜abnm(r, rabc ) ·Sn and Labnm ·Sn, ρabs and ρabt could be arbitrary small.
Therefore, the forward recurrence formula (3.36) may not be able to applied to calculate
them. Nevertheless, it is unnecessary to calculate F˜abnm(r, rabc ) · Sn and Labnm · Sn directly in
the FMM. The coefficients Labnm ·Sn are calculated from ME coefficients via M2L translations
and then the potentials are obtained via LEs (3.25). Therefore, we only need to consider
the computation of the integrals involved in the M2L translation matrices T abnm,n′m′ . For any
polarization source box in the interaction list of a given target box, one can find that ρabts is
either 0 or larger than the box size S. If ρabts = 0, we directly have
Iabnm(ρ
ab
ts , z) = 0, ∀m > 0, ∀z > 0. (3.38)
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In all other cases, we have ρabts ≥ S and the forward recurrence formula (3.36) can always be
applied as we have
2m√
(n+m+ 1)(n+m)
<
1√
3
<
ρabts
S
, n ≥ m+ 1, m ≥ 1.
Given a truncation number p, we still need to use quadratures to calculate 4p + 1 ini-
tial values {Iabn0(ρ, z)}2pn=0 and {Iabn1(ρ, z)}2pn=1 for each M2L translation. Moreover, integrals
{Iab00 (ρ, z)}2a,b=1 are also required in the computation of the direct interactions between parti-
cles in neighboring boxes. These calculations require an efficient and robust numerical method.
Note that {Iab00 (ρ, z)}2a,b=1 are exactly the Sommerfeld integrals involved in the calculation of
the layered Green’s function. A multitude of papers have been published until now, devoted
to their efficient calculation (see [30] and the references there in).
Basically, we will adopt the mixed DE-SE quadrature (cf. [30, 31]) in this paper for efficient
computations of the Sommerfeld-type integrals. Nevertheless, we still need to consider the case
of large n which has not been covered in the literature. We have found that the formulation
(3.35) is not adequate for two reasons: (i) the integrand may decay very slowly if z is small;
(ii) the integrand may have increasing oscillating magnitude as n increases if ρ > z. As a
matter of fact, the asymptotic formula (A.32) and
Jm(z) ∼
√
2
piz
cos
(
z − mpi
2
− pi
4
)
, z →∞,
imply that the integrand in (3.35) has an asymptotic form
Jm(kρρ)
(kρS)
ne−kρzσab``′(kρ)√
(n+m)!(n−m)! ∼
√
2
pi
Cab``′ cos
(
kρρ−mpi
2
− pi
4
) (kρρ)n− 12Sne−kρ(z+ζab``′ )√
(n+m)!(n−m)! , (3.39)
as kρ →∞. Given ρ, z > 0, define
gnm(kρ; ρ, z + ζ
ab
``′) =
(kρρ)
n− 12Sne−kρ(z+ζ
ab
``′ )√
(n+m)!(n−m)! , (3.40)
which has a maximum value
max
kρ≥0
gnm(kρ; ρ, z + ζ
ab
``′) =
Sn√
(n+m)!(n−m)!
(2n− 1
2
)n− 12( ρ
z + ζab``′
)n− 12
e
1
2−n, (3.41)
at kρ =
n
z+ζab
``′
− 1
2(z+ζab
``′ )
for n ≥ 1. Applying Stirling formula n! ∼ √2pinnn/en yields
max
kρ≥0
gnm(kρ; ρ, z + ζ
ab
``′) ∼
√
(2n− 1)e
2
n!√
(n+m)!(n−m)!
( ρ
z + ζab``′
)n− 12
Sn. (3.42)
Considering the case m = 0 and setting S =
√
ρ2 + z2, we have
max
kρ≥0
gn0(kρ, ρ, z + ζ
ab
``′) ∼
√
(2n− 1)(z + ζab``′)e
2ρ
( ρS
z + ζab``′
)n
≥
√
(2n− 1)(z + ζab``′)e
2ρ
( ρ2
z + ζab``′
)n
, if ρ > z + ζab``′ .
(3.43)
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Figure 3.5: A comparison of the integrands in (3.35) and (3.48) with n = 10,m = 0, ρ = 0.1, z = 0.002 and
σ1111(kρ) given in (A.35) ( d0 = 0, d1 = −1.2, ε0 = 21.2, ε1 = 47.5, ε2 = 62.8).
From the above estimate, we can see that the formulation (3.35) have very large cancellations
in the integrand if ρ/(z + ζab``′) and n are large, see Fig. 3.5 (a) for an example. Therefore,
simply applying a quadrature along the real axis will not be efficient.
To handle the case ρ > (z + ζab``′), we change the contour to the imaginary axis as follows.
We first reformulate the integral (3.35) as
SnIabnm(ρ, z) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
H(1)m (kρρ)
(Skρ)
ne−kρz√
(n+m)!(n−m)!σ
ab
``′(kρ)dkρ
+
(−1)m+1
2
∫ 0
−∞
H(1)m (kρρ)
(−Skρ)nekρz√
(n+m)!(n−m)!σ
ab
``′(−kρ)dkρ,
(3.44)
by using identities
Jm(z) =
H
(1)
m (z) +H
(2)
m (z)
2
, H(2)m (−x) = (−1)m+1H(1)m (x). (3.45)
As the density function σab``′(kρ) is analytic in the right half complex plane, we can change the
contour from the real axis to the one which wraps the positive imaginary axis to obtain
SnIabnm(ρ, z) =
i
2
∫ ∞
0
H(1)m (iηρ)
(iηS)ne−iηz√
(n+m)!(n−m)!σ
ab
``′(iη)dη
− i
2
∫ ∞
0
H(1)m (iηρ)
(−1)m+1(−iηS)neiηz√
(n+m)!(n−m)! σ
ab
``′(−iη)dη.
(3.46)
Then, a substitution of the identity (cf. [32, Eq. (10.27.8)])
H(1)m (iz) =
2i−m−1
pi
Km(z), −pi ≤ arg z ≤ pi
2
, (3.47)
into (3.46) gives
SnIabnm(ρ, z) =
in−m
pi
∫ ∞
0
Km(ηρ)(Sη)
n e
−iηzσab``′(iη) + (−1)n+meiηzσab``′(−iη)√
(n+m)!(n−m)! dη. (3.48)
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According to the expressions given in (A.34)-(A.36), all decaying terms in σab``′(kρ) become
bounded oscillating terms in σab``′(±iη). By the asymptotic formulation [32, Eq. (10.25.3)]:
Km(z) ∼
√
pi
2z
e−z, z →∞, | arg z| < 3pi
2
,
and the definition of gnm(kρ; ρ, z) in (3.40), the main part of the integrand has an asymptotic
expression
Km(ηρ)(Sη)
n√
(n+m)!(n−m)! ∼
√
pi
2ηρ
(Sη)ne−ηρ√
(n+m)!(n−m)! =
√
pi
2ρ
gnm(η; 1, ρ), η →∞. (3.49)
Recalling (3.42) to get
max
η≥0
gnm(η; 1, ρ) ∼
√
(2n− 1)e
2
n!√
(n+m)!(n−m)!
(1
ρ
)n− 12
Sn, η →∞. (3.50)
As an example, we consider the case m = 0 and set S =
√
ρ2 + z2 again, i.e.,
max
η≥0
gn0(η; 1, ρ) ∼
√
(2n− 1)e
2
(1
ρ
)n− 12
Sn =
√
(2n− 1)e
2
(
1 +
z2
ρ2
)n
2√
ρ. (3.51)
Apparently, the large cancellation in the case ρ > z + ζab``′ can be significantly suppressed by
using the formulation (3.48). At the same time, the oscillating term Jm(kρρ) is turned to be
exponential decaying function Km(ηρ) and thus produce much fast decay when ρ/(z+ ζ
ab
``′) is
large. A comparison of the integrands along real and imaginary axises is plotted in Fig. 3.5.
To end this section, we will give some numerical results to show the accuracy and efficiency
of the algorithm using mixed DE-SE quadrature together with formulations (3.35) and (3.48)
for the computation of the Sommerfeld type integrals. We test the integral with densities
σab``′(kρ) ≡ 1 as the asymptotic formula (A.32) implies that σab``′(kρ) tends to be either the
constant Cab``′ or 0 rapidly as kρ → ∞. Letting S = r :=
√
ρ2 + z2, then the identity (2.44)
yields
rnIabnm(ρ, z) =
√
4pi
2n+ 1
1
r
P̂mn
(z
r
)
. (3.52)
We fix z = 0.001 and test ρ = 0.0005, 0.01, 0.1 by using two different quadratures: (i) the com-
posite Gaussian quadrature applied to the integral (3.35); (ii) the mixed DE-SE quadrature
applied to (3.35) and (3.48) for ρ ≤ z and ρ > z, respectively. For the composite Gaussian
quadrature, the asymptotic formula (3.40) is used to determine the truncation points such
that the magnitude of the integrand decays to smaller than 1.0e− 15. Then, a uniform mesh
with mesh size equal to 2 and 30 Gauss points in each interval is used to achieve machine
accuracy in regular case. Due to the small value of z, a very large truncation is needed if
the formulation (3.35) is used. The results are compared in Table. 3.1. We can see that the
truncation is larger than 47834 in the case ρ = 0.0005, n = 5 and m = 0, 1. The trunca-
tion in all other tested cases is even larger. Thus, a large number of quadrature points have
been used to achieve good accuracy if the composite Gauss quadrature is applied to (3.35).
In contrast, the mixed DE-SE quadrature can obtain machine accuracy using no more than
100 points. Moreover, as the ratio ρ/z increases, applying composite Gauss quadrature to
(3.35) can not give correct values due to the large cancellation in (3.35). Instead, the mixed
DE-SE quadrature applied to (3.48) can provide results with machine accuracy using a few
quadrature points.
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ρ n m
Composite Gauss Mixed DE-SE
number of points error number of points error
0.0005
5
0 717523 -3.307e-12 80 3.819e-14
1 716016 2.576e-11 80 5.684e-14
10
0 892278 6.954e-12 72 -2.842e-14
1 891431 1.882e-11 72 -9.059e-14
0.01
5
0 872989 -1.427e-10 56 4.441e-16
1 871511 -2.716e-11 64 3.108e-15
10
0 1246898 1.147e-5 56 -1.443e-15
1 1246090 -6.755e-6 56 6.883e-15
0.1
5
0 1039851 -8.793e-7 48 -3.078e-12
1 1038393 -9.250e-7 56 4.852e-11
10
0 1610764 -10615.95 48 1.943e-16
1 1609974 1334.402 48 2.775e-17
Table 3.1: A comparison of two quadrature rules for the computation of Sommerfeld integrals with z = 0.001.
Remark 3.1. Apparently, the technique of using pre-computed tables together with polynomial
interpolation can still be applied for efficient computation of the initial values {Iabn0(ρ, z)}2pn=0
and {Iabn1(ρ, z)}2pn=1 at run time. Then, 4p+ 1 tables need to be pre-computed on the 2-D grid
in a domain of interest. Efficient improvement by using pre-computed tables is validated by
some numerical tests in next section.
4. Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results to demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed FMM. The algorithm is implemented based on an open-source adaptive FMM package
DASHMM (cf. [9]) on a workstation with two Xeon E5-2699 v4 2.2 GHz processors (each has
22 cores) and 500GB RAM using the gcc compiler version 6.3.
We test problems in a three layers medium with interfaces placed at z0 = 0, z1 = −1.2.
Charges are set to be uniformly distributed in irregular domains which are obtained by shifting
the domain determined by r = 0.5 − a + a8 (35 cos4 θ − 30 cos2 θ + 3) with a = 0.1, 0.15, 0.05
to new centers (0, 0, 0.6), (0, 0,−0.6) and (0, 0,−1.8), respectively (see Fig. 4.1 (a) for the
cross section of the domains). All particles are generated by keeping the uniform distributed
charges in a larger cube within corresponding irregular domains. In the layered medium,
the material parameters are set to be ε0 = 21.2, ε1 = 47.5, ε2 = 62.8. Let Φ˜`(r`i) be the
approximated values of Φ`(r`i) calculated by FMM. Define `
2 and maximum errors as
Err`2 :=
√√√√√√√√
N∑`
i=1
|Φ`(r`i)− Φ˜`(r`i)|2
N∑`
i=1
|Φ`(r`i)|2
, Err`max := max
1≤i≤N`
|Φ`(r`i)− Φ˜`(r`i)|
|Φ`(r`i)| . (4.1)
For accuracy test, we put N = 912 + 640 + 1296 charges in the irregular domains in three
layers, see Fig. 4.1 (a). Convergence rates against p are depicted in Fig. 4.1 (b). Clearly,
the proposed FMM has spectral convergence with respect to truncation number p. The CPU
time for the computation of all three free space components {Φfree` (r`i)}2`=0 and sixteen
reaction components Φab``′(r`i) with fixed truncation number p = 5 are compared in Fig. 4.1
(c) for up to 3 millions charges. It shows that all of them have an O(N) complexity while
the CPU time for the computation of reaction components has a much smaller linear scaling
constant due to the fact that most of the equivalent polarization sources are well-separated
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Figure 4.1: Performance of FMM for problem in a three layers medium.
with the targets. CPU time with multiple cores is given in Table 4.1 and they show that the
speedup of the parallel computing for reaction components is little bit lower than that for the
free space components. Here, we only use parallel implementation within the computation
of each component. Note that the computation of each component is independent of all
other components. Therefore, it is straightforward to implement a version of the code which
computes all components in parallel.
cores N time for all {Φfree` }2`=0
time for all {Φab``′}
not use pre-computed tables use pre-computed tables
1
618256 28.89 39.61 3.51
1128556 73.16 54.86 11.01
1862568 223.15 63.15 15.19
2861288 237.45 69.70 19.14
6
618256 5.57 8.13 1.22
1128556 13.92 11.31 3.53
1862568 42.07 13.81 5.18
2861288 45.06 15.42 6.33
36
618256 1.52 3.67 1.21
1128556 3.52 5.56 2.60
1862568 10.59 7.86 3.57
2861288 11.22 9.63 4.85
Table 4.1: Comparison of CPU time (sec) using multiple cores (p = 5).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a fast multipole method for the efficient calculation of the
interactions between charged particles embedded in 3-D layered media. The layered media
Green’s function of the Laplace equation is decomposed into a free space and four types of
reaction components. The associated equivalent polarization sources are introduced to re-
express the reaction components. New MEs and LEs of O(p2) terms for the far field of the
reaction components and M2L translation operators are derived, accordingly. As a result, the
traditional FMM framework can be applied to both the free space and reaction components
once the polarization sources are used together with the original sources. The computational
cost from the reaction component is only a fraction of that of the FMM for the free space
component if a sufficient large number of charges are presented in the problem. Therefore,
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computing the interactions of many sources in layered media basically costs the same as that
for the interactions in the free space.
For the future work, we will carry out error estimate of the FMM for the Laplace equation
in 3-D layered media, which requires an error analysis for the new MEs and M2L opera-
tors for the reaction components. The application of the FMM in capacitance extraction of
interconnects in VLSI will also be considered in a future work.
Appendix A. A stable recursive algorithm for computing reaction densities
Denote the solution of the problem (3.1)-(3.2) in the `-th layer by u``′(r, r
′) and its partial
Fourier transform along x− and y−directions by
û``′(kx, ky, z) = F [u``′(r, r
′)](kx, ky, z) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
u``′(r, r
′)e−i(kxx+kyy)dxdy.
Then, û``′(kx, ky, z) satisfies second order ordinary differential equation
d2û``′(kx, ky, z)
dz2
− k2ρû``′(kx, ky, z) = −e−i(kxx
′+kyy′)δ(z, z′), z 6= d`. (A.1)
Here, we consider the following general interface conditions
a`−1û`−1,`′(kx, ky, z) = a`û``′(kx, ky, z), b`−1
dû`−1,`′(kx, ky, z)
dz
= b`
dû``′(kx, ky, z)
dz
, (A.2)
in the frequency domain for ` = 1, 2, · · · , L, where {a`, b`} are given constants. Apparently,
the classic transmission condition (3.2) will lead to a special case of (A.2) with a` = 1, b` = ε`.
In the top and bottom-most layers, we also have decaying condition
û0`′(kx, ky, z)→ 0, ûL`′(kx, ky, z)→ 0, as z → ±∞. (A.3)
This interface problem has a general solution
û0`′(kx, ky, z) = σ
1
0`′e
−kρ(z−d0),
û`′`′(kx, ky, z) = σ
1
`′`′e
−kρ(z−d`′ ) + σ2`′`′e
−kρ(d`′−1−z) + δ``′Ĝ(kx, ky, z, z′),
ûL`′(kx, ky, z) = σ
2
L`′e
−kρ(dL−1−z),
(A.4)
where δ``′ is the kronecker symbol, and
Ĝ(kx, ky, z, z
′) = ϑe−kρ|z−z
′|, ϑ =
e−i(kxx
′+kyy′)
2kρ
, (A.5)
is the Fourier transform of the free space Green’s function. We will use the decomposition
Ĝ(kx, ky, z, z
′) = Ĝ1(kx, ky, z, z′) + Ĝ2(kx, ky, z, z′), (A.6)
where the two components are defined as
Ĝ1(kx, ky, z, z
′) := H(z′ − z)ϑe−kρ(z′−z), Ĝ2(kx, ky, z, z′) := H(z − z′)ϑe−kρ(z−z′), (A.7)
and H(x) is the Heaviside function.
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We first consider the `-th layer without source (` 6= `′), where the right hand side of (A.1)
becomes zero, the solution is given by
û``′(kx, ky, z) = σ
1
``′(kx, ky)e
−kρ(z−d`) + σ2``′(kx, ky)e
−kρ(d`−1−z). (A.8)
Applying the interface condition (A.2) at z = d`−1 gives
a`−1σ1`−1,`′ + a`−1e
−kρD`−1σ2`−1,`′ = a`e
−kρD`σ1``′ + a`σ
2
``′ ,
b`−1σ1`−1,`′ − b`−1e−kρD`−1σ2`−1,`′ = b`e−kρD`σ1``′ − b`σ2``′ ,
(A.9)
or in matrix form
Ŝ(`−1)
(
σ1`−1,`′
σ2`−1,`′
)
= S˜(`)
(
σ1``′
σ2``′
)
, (A.10)
where
Ŝ(`) :=
(
a` a`e`
b` −b`e`
)
, S˜(`) :=
(
a`e` a`
b`e` −b`
)
, ` = 2, 3, · · · , L− 1, (A.11)
and
e` := e
−kρD` , d−1 := d0, dL+1 := dL, D` = d`−1 − d`, ` = 0, 1, · · · , L. (A.12)
Solving the above equations for {σ1`−1,`′ , σ2`−1,`′}, we obtain(
σ1`−1,`′
σ2`−1,`′
)
= T`−1,`
(
σ1``′
σ2``′
)
(A.13)
for ` = 2, 3, · · · , L− 1, where
T`−1,` =
(
a`−1 a`−1e`−1
b`−1 −b`−1e`−1
)−1(
a`e` a`
b`e` −b`
)
=
1
2e`−1
(
e`−1 0
0 1
)
T̂`−1,`
(
e` 0
0 1
)
, (A.14)
and
T̂`−1,` :=

a`
a`−1
+
b`
b`−1
a`
a`−1
− b`
b`−1
a`
a`−1
− b`
b`−1
a`
a`−1
+
b`
b`−1
 . (A.15)
For the top and bottom most layers, we have σ↓0`′ = 0 and σ
↑
L`′ = 0, we can also verify that(
σ10`′
0
)
= T01
(
σ11`′
σ21`′
)
,
(
σ1L−1,`′
σ2L−1,`′
)
= TL−1,L
(
0
σ2L`′
)
. (A.16)
Next, we consider the solution in the layer with source r′ inside, i.e., the solution in the
`′-th layer. The general solution is given by
û`′`′(kx, ky, z) = σ
1
`′`′e
ik`′z(z−d`′ ) + σ2`′`′e
ik`′z(d`′−1−z) + Ĝ(kx, ky, z, z′). (A.17)
At the interfaces z = d`′−1 and z = d`′ , the interface conditions (A.2) lead to equations
a`′−1
(
σ1`′−1,`′ + e`′−1σ
2
`′−1,`′
)
= a`′
(
e`′σ
1
`′`′ + σ
2
`′`′ + Ĝ
2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′)
)
,
b`′−1
(
σ1`′−1,`′ − e`′−1σ2`′−1,`′
)
= b`′
(
e`′σ
1
`′`′ − σ2`′`′
)− b`′
kρ
∂zĜ
2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′),
(A.18)
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and
a`′
(
σ1`′`′ + e`′σ
2
`′`′
)
= a`′+1
(
e`′+1σ
1
`′+1`′ + σ
2
`′+1,`′
)− a`′Ĝ1(kx, ky, d`′ , z′),
b`′
(
σ1`′`′ − e`′σ2`′`′
)
= b`′+1
(
e`′+1σ
1
`′+1`′ − σ2`′+1,`′
)
+
b`′
kρ
∂zĜ
1(kx, ky, d`′ , z
′).
(A.19)
Note that
∂zĜ
2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′) = −kρĜ2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′), ∂zĜ1(kx, ky, d`′ , z′) = kρĜ1(kx, ky, d`′ , z′).
Then, equations (A.18)-(A.19) can be reformulated as(
σ1`′−1,`′
σ2`′−1,`′
)
= T`
′−1,`′
(
σ1`′`′
σ2`′`′
)
+ S˘(`
′−1)
(
a`′
b`′
)
Ĝ2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′) (A.20)
and (
σ1`′`′
σ2`′`′
)
= T`
′`′+1
(
σ1`′+1,`′
σ2`′+1,`′
)
+ S˘(`
′)
(−a`′
b`′
)
Ĝ1(kx, ky, d`′ , z
′), (A.21)
where
S˘(`) =
(
Ŝ(`)
)−1
=
1
2
(
1 0
0 e−1`
) 1a` 1b`1
a`
− 1
b`
 := (S˘(`)11 S˘(`)12
S˘
(`)
21 S˘
(`)
22
)
. (A.22)
Define
T˜`−1,` = 2e`−1T`−1,`, C(`) =
`−1∏
j=0
1
2ej
, A(`) = T˜01T˜12 · · · T˜`−1,` :=
(
α
(`)
11 α
(`)
12
α
(`)
21 α
(`)
22
)
, (A.23)
for ` = 1, 2, · · · , L. Then, recursions in (A.13), (A.20) and (A.21) result in the system(
σ10`′
0
)
=C(L)A(L)
(
0
σ2L`′
)
+ C(`
′−1)A(`
′−1)S˘(`
′−1)
(
a`′
b`′
)
Ĝ2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′)
+ C(`
′)A(`
′)S˘(`
′)
(−a`′
b`′
)
Ĝ1(kx, ky, d`′ , z
′).
(A.24)
It is not numerically stable to directly solve (A.24) for σ10`′ and σ
2
L`′ then apply recur-
sions (A.13), (A.20) and (A.21) to obtain all other reaction densities due to the exponential
functions involved in the formulations. According to the expression (A.14), the recursions
(A.13), (A.20) and (A.21) are stable for the computation of the components σ1``′(kρ). As for
the computation of the components σ2``′(kρ), we need to form linear systems similar as (A.24)
using recursions (A.13), (A.20) and (A.21) and then solve it.
We first solve the second equation in (A.24) to get
σ2L`′ = σ
21
L`′Ĝ
1(kx, ky, d`′ , z
′) + σ22L`′Ĝ
2(k`′z, d`′−1, z′),
where
σ21L`′ = −
C(`
′+1)
C(L)α
(L)
22
(
α
(`′)
21 α
(`′)
22
)
2e`′ S˘(`
′)
(−a`′
b`′
)
, 0 ≤ `′ < L,
σ22L`′ = −
C(`
′)
C(L)α
(L)
22
(
α
(`′−1)
21 α
(`′−1)
22
)
2e`′−1S˘(`
′−1)
(
a`′
b`′
)
, 0 < `′ ≤ L.
(A.25)
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According to the recursion (A.13),(A.20) and (A.21), all other reaction densities also have
decompositions
σ1``′ = σ
11
``′Ĝ
1(kx, ky, d`′ , z
′) + σ12``′Ĝ
2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′),
σ2``′ = σ
21
``′Ĝ
1(kx, ky, d`′ , z
′) + σ22``′Ĝ
2(kx, ky, d`′−1, z′).
(A.26)
For each 0 ≤ ` < L, we first calculate {σ11``′ , σ12``′} by using one of the recursions (A.13), (A.20)
and (A.21), then formulate a linear system for {σ10`′ , σ2``′} as the linear system (A.24). Next,
we solve the second equation in the linear system to obtain reaction densities {σ21``′ , σ22``′}. In
summary, the formulations are given as follows:
σ11``′ =
{
T `
′`′+1
11 σ
11
`′+1,`′ + T
`′`′+1
12 σ
21
`′+1,`′ − S˘(`
′)
11 a`′ + S˘
(`′)
12 b`′ , ` = `
′,
T ``+111 σ
11
`+1,`′ + T
``+1
12 σ
21
`+1,`′ , else,
(A.27)
σ12``′ =
{
T `
′−1,`′
11 σ
12
`′`′ + T
`′−1,`′
12 σ
22
`′`′ + S˘
(`′−1)
11 a`′ + S˘
(`′−1)
12 b`′ , ` = `
′ − 1,
T ``+111 σ
12
`+1,`′ + T
``+1
12 σ
22
`+1,`′ , else,
(A.28)
σ21``′ =

− 1
α
(`)
22
(
0 1
)[C(`′+1)
C(`)
A(`
′)2e`′ S˘(`
′)
(
−a`′
b`′
)
+ A(`)
(
σ11``′
0
)]
, ` > `′,
−α
(`)
21
α
(`)
22
σ11``′ , else,
(A.29)
σ22``′ =

− 1
α
(`)
22
(
0 1
)[C(`′)
C(`)
A(`
′−1)2e`′−1S˘(`
′−1)
(
a`′
b`′
)
+ A(`)
(
σ12``′
0
)]
, ` ≥ `′,
−α
(`)
21
α
(`)
22
σ12``′ , else.
(A.30)
Substituting (A.26) and (A.7) into (A.4) and taking inverse Fourier transform, we obtain
expressions (3.3)-(3.7).
From the definition (A.14) and (A.23), we have
T ``+111 =
a`+1b` + a`b`+1
2a`b`
e`+1, T
``+1
12 =
a`+1b` − a`b`+1
2a`b`
,
2e`S˘(`) =
(
a−1` e` b
−1
` e`
a−1` −b−1`
)
,
C(`1)
C(`2)
=
{
1 `1 = `2,
2`2−`1e−kρ(d`1−1−d`2−1) 0 ≤ `1 < `2,
and an asymptotic behavior
A(`) ∼
(
α˜
(`)
11 e0e1 · · · e` α˜(`)12 e0
α˜
(`)
21 e` α˜
(`)
22
)
, kρ →∞, (A.31)
where {α˜(`)11 , α˜(`)12 , α˜(`)21 , α˜(`)22 } are constants independent of kρ. By using these formulations in
(A.25)-(A.30), we can show that all reaction densities {σab``′(kρ)}2a,b=1 have an asymptotic
behavior
σab``′(kρ) ∼ Cab``′e−kρζ
ab
``′ , kρ →∞, (A.32)
where Cab``′ and ζ
ab
``′ are constants independent of kρ. For example, we have
σ21L`′(kρ) ∼ 2L−`
′−1 α˜
(`′)
22
α
(L)
22
e−kρ(d`′−dL−1), kρ →∞,
σ22L`′(kρ) ∼ 2L−`
′ α
(`′)
22
α
(L)
22
( a`′
a`′−1
+
b`′
b`′−1
)
e−kρ(d`′−1−dL−1), kρ →∞.
(A.33)
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If the number of layers is not large, we are able to write down explicit expressions of the
reaction densities. Here, we give expressions for the case of a three layers media with a` = 1,
b` = ε` as an example.
• Source in the top layer:
σ1100(kρ) =
(ε0 − ε1)(ε1 + ε2) + (ε0 + ε1)(ε1 − ε2)e2d1kρ
2κ(kρ)
,
σ2110(kρ) =
ε0(ε1 + ε2)
κ(kρ)
, σ1110(kρ) =
ε0(ε1 − ε2)ed1kρ
κ(kρ)
, σ2120(kρ) =
2ε0ε1e
d1kρ
κ(kρ)
.
(A.34)
• Source in the middle layer:
σ1201(kρ) =
ε1(ε1 + ε2)
κ(kρ)
, σ1101(kρ) =
ε1(ε1 − ε2)ed1kρ
κ(kρ)
,
σ1111(kρ) =
(ε1 − ε2)(ε1 + ε0)
2κ(kρ)
, σ2111(kρ) =
(ε1 − ε2)(ε1 − ε0)ed1kρ
2κ(kρ)
,
σ1211(kρ) =
(ε1 − ε2)(ε1 − ε0)ed1kρ
2κ(kρ)
, σ2211(kρ) =
(ε1 + ε2)(ε1 − ε0)
2κ(kρ)
,
σ2221(kρ) =
ε1(ε1 − ε0)ed1kρ
κ(kρ)
, σ2121(kρ) =
ε1(ε0 + ε1)
κ(kρ)
.
(A.35)
• Source in the bottom layer:
σ1202(kρ) =
2ε1ε2e
d1kρ
κ(kρ)
, σ2212(kρ) =
ε2(ε1 − ε0)ed1kρ
κ(kρ)
, σ1212(kρ) =
ε2(ε0 + ε1)
κ(kρ)
,
σ2222(kρ) =
(ε1 − ε0)(ε1 + ε2) + (ε0 + ε1)(ε2 − ε1)e2d1kρ
2κ(kρ)
,
(A.36)
where
κ(kρ) =
1
2
[
(ε0 + ε1)(ε1 + ε2) + (ε0 − ε1)(ε2 − ε1)e2d1kρ
]
.
Apparently, these expressions also verify our conclusion (A.32) on the asymptotic behavior of
the reaction densities.
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